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About This Game

The U.S. Army is the most powerful ground force in the entire world. The backbone of a ground invasion is the U.S. Army
Infantry, and in the midst of combat, their skills, courage, and teamwork are put to the test.

While readiness continues to be the U.S. Army's top priority, how it goes about its business is changing. Full Spectrum Warrior
began as a training aid for the U.S. Army to reinforce Army doctrine and team effort within the troops. It is the most realistic
portrayal of Infantry-level urban warfare via unique tactical action gameplay. Players become the Squad Leader, commanding

Alpha and Bravo squads. There is potential for danger down every alley, behind every window. Watch those angles folks, we've
got a job to do here. Hooah!
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Unique combination of tactical and action gameplay.

Authentic implementation of U.S. Army Infantry doctrine.

Simple control scheme lets you command eight soldiers in real time.

Squad equipment reflects real weaponry and equipment currently in use by the U.S. Army.

Immersive urban environments with danger around every corner.

2-player co-op, each player controls one fire team.

Includes 2 exclusive bonus levels not available on Xbox.
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Title: Full Spectrum Warrior
Genre: Action, Strategy
Developer:
Pandemic Studios
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Franchise:
Full Spectrum Warrior
Release Date: 21 Sep, 2004
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Probably one of a few best games made by pandemic. i'm running windows 10 which i thought would be a problem due the
being an old game and the graphics are actually really good for again how old it is. Only wish Pandemic never died. Thanks
EA... );. I played the expasion pack for this game called Ten Hammers - which was really cool and I liked it - so I decided to buy
the orginal one "FSW" and I'm not dissapointed at all. I recommend this game every person who like tactic games.. strategy
game. this game is a classic for ps2 but worth it to buy it again on pc if you want better grapics and quality on the sound but
valve should make the steam os system that it can get this game and make the controller settings on then this game would be
back =D. Unlike problems with run it on modern windows OS, it runs just fine on Ubuntu (under wine, of course).. One of the
best damn military games out there.. I never thought I'd see an opening splash screen lag so badly. However, when I got to the
main menu, I felt a surge of hope the game would actually run better. Everything was going so smoothly, that is, until I went into
a mission.

I honestly wouldn't buy this, regardless of how cheap you may find it in future sales. I'm sure it was perfectly fine, if only it ran
higher than around 5 fps (and .02 FPS for the splash screen). I cannot reccomend this whatsoever.

DO NOT BUY!

EDIT - I don't have a bad computer, granted its not running a GTX Titan, it should be able to run anything (maybe with lower
settings), and well meets the system requirements to run THIS game. At the time, I was using a weaker PC, but it wasn't terrible
either. In comparison to other games I was playing at the time, this game looked worse, and had abysmal performance. Anyone
questioning my PC should consider that the begging screen (when they show the publisher/dev) shouldn't have been going at
such a low frame rate (taking minutes for a 15 - 20 second animation) regardless of my hardware. Even at the lowest setting I
could run this at, it the framefrate really tanked. I'll launch it up to see if my current PC does any better, but still, my review
stands.. 10 -Alpha, get over theres!- out of 10

I remember good old days back in 2006 when I played this game and enjoyed the hardcore gameplay and realism of soldiering
in another Bla-bla-stan. And even after 12 years it feels as great as it did in the first place.. A burrito is a sleeping bag for ground
beef.
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This game WANTS to be a new Ghost Recon... but it isn't. The overall quality is just confusing, and I couldn't even pass the
first mission. I don't even WANT to talk about how to make it faster. You turn off the internet. Sereously. 1/10. Just bought this
as i noticed it on the humble sale, Used to have this back in the day when it was originally released and have got to say that
despite reviews saying it doesent work and is glitched I bought it anyway and guess what it runs PERFECTLY for me, no issues
whatsoever on Windows 10, massive thumbs up for this :). Unlike problems with run it on modern windows OS, it runs just fine
on Ubuntu (under wine, of course).. very good game. great game from my childhood
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